In many experiments which investigate microscopic properties of matter, it is necessary to measure angles accurately under the microscope. For instance, to take an example from nuclear physics, suppose a high energy meson passes through a photographic emulsion.
The small angular deviations in its track caused by multiple collisions with atomic nuclei will be a function of its mass and ionization. Their average value together with the meson ionization uniquely defines the mass.
Again, suppose the meson collides with a proton at rest in the emulsion. Photographically, the meson track will end abruptly and branch· into two. Yet the angles between the tracks will almost ·always be enough to distinguish the event from the more complex process of nuclear absorption followed by the emission of two charged particles.
The examples are especially pertinent to the main discussion of this paper. A microscope instrument 'ilill be described which was designed for making angular measurements on particle tracks. It was developed during a recent experiment on the scattering of high energy In order to understand the goniometer more precisely, let us construct a simple mathematical description of an ideal instrument. The instrument will be a glass strip pivoted on the axis of the microscope barrel at a point 7 0~ a few millimeters above an eyepiece lens and just below the eye. An exterior source of light will be placed in the plane which contains 0 and is perpendicular to the microscope barrel. We fix a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system in space so that the Zaxis is coincident with the axis of the microscope barrel and the origin coincides with the pivot point of the glass. Let Z take values increasing upward. We then imagine a plane which is parallel with the glass surface.
Letting n be the upward normal to the plane and i, ], lZ the unit vectors in the x, y, z directions respectively, we obtain a description of the . V = (Ix + jy + kz)
F.rom geometrical optics F-3 ·· 3t the equation 
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If ~ is small and x 1 is set equal to the focal distance, the light point will appear to move in the field of viewo Now let us compare its motion with that of the image P of a point on a reticleo The respective displacements~ ~d and ~dl~ for given~~' will have the ratio 6d _ focal distance 6d1 -power x cell length (1) where the power is the power of the microscope optical system and the cell length is the virtual distance from the center of the field to the image Po Interpreting our mathematical model in terms of a practical
instrument~ we see that a series of needle points centered at (x 1 , 0, 0)
can be used to mark off angular unitso In fact, they will compose a scale which moves across the field of view while a central reticle line sweeps out a given angleo Since the focal length of the microscope is about 25 em~ the scale is comparable to one swept by a 25 em lever arm attached to the outside of an eye pieceo ~ fixing the glass strip in a separate cylinder from that which holds the eye piece and reticle, the scale of needles can always be kept near the center of the field regardless of the orientation of the angle to be measuredo They will not interfere with the normal operation of the microscopeo
The usefulness of the instrument is greatest for small angles, though it will measure angles up to 20 degrees with easeo Its advantage, as compared with a method which reads reticles displacements~ is obtained The upper and lower knurled-shoulders move the glass strip and ocular,
respectively. An outside angular scale is unessential. 
